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Selling Education in the Shape of a Shuttle
By: Margaret A. Weitekamp

A

t some point in the early- to mid-1980s, probably in 1983or
1984 when he was about ten or eleven years old, my
ounger brother, Raymond, wrote a letter to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), volunteering to be
the first child in space. He wanted to fly as a passenger on NASA's
Space Transportation System, a vehicle known better as the Space
Shuttle. In response, he received a large envelope from NASA
stuffed with fact sheets and brochures as well as posters and stickers that soon decorated his bedroom and filled a scrapbook.
Although Ray's desire to volunteer may have been partially
inspired by a family visit to the Kennedy Space Center in 1983,
many other children followed the same impulse in the mid-1980s.
The NASA historical reference collection contains numerous
examples of letters received by the agency and the White House
especially in the weeks and months after the announcement of the
Teacher in Space Program on August 27, 1984. The connection
seemed obvious: a teacher would need a student. More so, the
rhetoric about the Shuttle program in the early 1980s suggested
that ordinary people might soon participate in spaceflights. Even
children made the connection. As 12-year-old Karen Rall of Kent,
Washington reasoned in a letter to President Ronald Reagan, "We
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have sent Senators, scientists, foreigners and soon a teacher into
space; why not send a kid?"'
Such requests from children-those saved in archives as well as
my brother's, lost but to family lore-were made possible by the way
that NASA presented the Space Shuttle program to the American
public in the early to mid-1980s. As the Shuttle began its operational
life, enthusiasm for the vehicle's potential (which promised regular
spaceflights with quick turnarounds) fed expectations about the
beginning of an everyday space age. Together, NASA officials and
the Reagan administration participated in a concerted effort to
ready young people for success in this new world. Schools across the
country created chapters of the Young Astronaut Program and nominated educators for the Teacher in Space program. At the same
time, toy manufacturers saw an opportunity-supported by the rhetoric surroundingthe Space Shuttle-to market Shuttle-themedplaythings for children. Individuals and organizations also responded,
creating irnrnersive educational experiences for youth intended to
prepare them for life in the everyday space age. Together, these acts
manifested themselves as a broad societal effort, encouraged heavily from the top down but also evidenced in bottom-up responses, to
bring children and young people into a space culture.
Unlike all earlier American human spaceflight programs, which
directed technological achievements, scientific experiments, and
diplomatic objectives mostly at adults, the Shuttle program, as p r e
moted by NASA and the Reagan administration in the early 1980s,
especially included children as a key audience. Appealing to youth
reinforced the message that the Shuttle was "operational." Shuttle
proponents used the pronouncement of the Shuttle's nonexperimental status to convey not only the completion of early flight tests,
but also that spaceflight had become routine, normalized, and perhaps even domesticated. At the same time, because spaceflight successes supported American cold war goals, encouraging young people
to excel helped to ensure the United States' h r e standing in the
world. As a result, those promoting the Space Shuttle also focused on
the redemptive power of spaceflight the ovemding idea that learning

to NASA Administration, August 13,1985 (received),16715, NASA
Historical Reference Collection, NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC.
Hereafter, the NASA Historical Reference Collection is cited as NASA.
Newspaper clipping, Bruce Drake, "High-Flying Ron Offers Teachers Seat on
Shuttle," August 28,1984,16715, NASA.
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about space exploration was not only educational and inspirational
but also unquestioningly beneficial for youth. Although enthusifor this theme became more tempered after the explosion of the
Space Shuttle C k z L k n in
~ 1986, it never faded completely.
This article forms the first part of a long term, comprehensive
project to analyze the resonance of spaceflight in American culture
in the 20& Century. The larger project asks the questions of how;
why, a ~ when
d
the American public embraced or ignored spaceflight, both in its more imaginative science fiction forms and as realistic portrayals or actual missions. In addition, this project
incorporates close readings of space-themed material culture into
the analysis. Given the emphasis in the early 1980s on cmbranding
commercial products and producing Space Shuttle-themed playthings, including physical objects in the analysis of space policy and
public perception reveals even more starkly the concerted effort to
include youth in the audience for American human spaceflight
Little attention has been paid by scholars to the ways that the
Shuttle program was promoted to the American public once it was
declared operational--or how that promotion was translated into
tangible objects, such as mission patches, other souvenirs, or toys.
Rather, researchers investigating the Space Shuttle program have
tended to focus in two areas of study. The bulk of the works on the
Space Shuttle describe the political, administrative, and technological development of the reusable spacecraft, with particular attention to the numerous compromises made in creating this "low-cost,
economical space transportation system." As a result, most of
these histories ground their analyses in the 19709. Because the
political and technological debates that shaped the Space
Transportation System occurred in the 1960s and 19709, less attention has been paid to the Shuttle's history in the 1980s and
beyond. The exception is the scholarship prompted by the losses
of two Space Shuttle orbiters.* Because of the two disasters in the
2.

I

NASA deputy administrator George Low as quoted in Roger D. Launius,
"NASAand the Decision to Build the Space Shuttle, 1969-72,"7 7 Histmkn
~
57
(1994): 17-34. See T.A. Heppenheimer, Tk quce Shuttle D & h : NASA's
Search for a Reusable .Space Vehicle, NASA History Series, (Washington, DC:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1999), NASA SP 4221;
Tram$xntation
Dennis R Jenkins, Space Shuttle: The History afthe Ncrbional
*stem, The F k t 100M i d m , 3* ed. (Dennis R Jenkins Publishing, 2001). See
also Chapters 9-11 in Roger D. Launius and Dennis R Jenkins, eds., To Reach
the Hagh Fmntier: A Hktiny of U.S. Lawnch Vehicles (Lexington, Kentucky:
University Press of Kentucky, 2002).
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Shuttle program-the loss of the Space Shuttle ChaWenger in 1986
and the re-entry disintegration of the Space Shuttle Colunbio in
2003--most scholars who have covered the Shuttle program as it
occurred in the 1980s and 1990s have focused on the immediate
and underlying causes of these disasters. In particular, political scientists and sociologists have analyzed NASA's organizational culture including how the space agency assessed risk, made decisions,
and tolerated dissent? With few exceptions, other stories about
the operational years of the Shuttle program tend to come not
from scholars but from participants.* Likewise, scholarship on
space policy in the 1980s has focused more on President Ronald
Reagan's advocacy of military space initiatives, such as the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI), or on the inconsistencies and hesitancies
in President Reagan's space policy. And yet, Ronald Reagan was a
very public proponent of human spaceflight, presiding over the
launch of the Shuttle program and advocating, albeit incrementally, for the creation of a space station.
Despite not having a coherent and aggressive space policy, the
President known as the "great communicator" was astutely aware
of the public relations boon that human spaceflight presented.
Appearances at space events reinforced Reagan's image as a strong
leader, and in turn, made the Cold War America he was leading
appear robust. The backdrop of many of these events was the
Space Shuttle orbiter itself.

The Operational Space Shuttle Fleet
Despite the many compromises in form, function, and cost
that shaped their final configuration, once the Space Shuttle fleet
3.

Joseph J. Trento, A-esm$Eionfor Lkaster From the GCory of ApoIlo to the Betrqd of
the Shuttle (New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1987); Diane Vaughn, The
Challenger Launch Decision: Risb Technology, Culture, and Deviance at NASA
(Chicago:University of Chicago Press, 1997);Howard McCurdy, I d NASA:
Htgtr Techrwbg~and Orp-1
Change in tht! US. SpaceRogmm (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins Univemity Press, 1993).
4. See Tony Reich and James A. Lovdl, eds., Space Shuttk The Fmt 20 Years, The
Astronauts'Expaimm in Z M r Own Wordr (New York: DK Publishing, 2002) or
~ of a Space Shuttle Astnmuut
Mike Mullane, Riding Rockets: The U u t r T&
(New York: Scribner, 2006).
5. Lyn Ragdale, "Politics Not Science: The U.S. Space Program in the Reagan
and Bush Years," in Roger D. Launius and Howard E. McCurdy, eds.,
SpaccJfEight and the Myth of RwdmiW Ledenhap (Univemity of Illinois Press,
1997), 133-71.
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started flying in the early 1980s, NASA officials quickly sought to
familiarize the public with the vehicles and their potential as reliable space workhorses. When assembled for launch, NASA's Space
Shuttle has three pieces: the white delta-winged orbiter; the external fuel tank (ET); and two solid rocket boosters (SRBs).
Although saying "Space Shuttle" could evoke either the full stack
(including the ET and the SRBs) or the orbiter alone, the individually-named orbiters became the most iconic components. In a
spaceflight program in which dozens of crew members soon
became a blur to the American public, the Shuttle orbiter became
the public face of the program-and the image onto which the values evoked by the rhetoric of spaceflight were projected.
ChoUenger,
NASA named the first four orbiters-Columbk
Atlantis, and Discovq -in February 1979, even before construction had begun on the third and fourth orbiters. In many ways,
this was a reaction to the public claim that had been put on the
first Shuttle orbiter, the atmospheric test vehicle. That Space
Shuttle, which NASA had hoped to call "Constitution," was instead
named Entngrise in response to a letter-writing campaign. Fans of
Star T d (1966-1969), the science fiction television show, wanted
the United States' first reusable spaceship to be named after the
show's fictional starship. Allowing public input in naming the first
Shuttle orbiter represented a significant break with the American
human spaceflight tradition that the astronauts themselves or in
rare cases, the vehicles' manufacturers, named individual spacecraft. NASA's announcement that all of the orbiters in the initial
active Shuttle fleet would share names with sailing ships famous for
global exploration asserted the agency's control of the fleet. Even
as the space agency struggled with sharing ownership of the
Shuttle with the spaceflight fans, however, naming each of the
vehicles (including the two future spaceships) encouraged the
American public to personalize the orbitersO6
6.

Enterprrise never flew in space. It was designed as an atmospheric test vehicle,
with initial plans to retrofit the orbiter for actual spaceflight after testing was
completed. For a variety of reasons, including funding and scheduling,
Enwas never retrofit for actual spaceflight. Instead Columbia became
the first spaceflight-ready Shuttle orbiter. Valerie Neal, "Bumped from the
Shuttle Fleet: Why Didn't Enihjwk Fly in Space?"Hktoty and Technology 18
(2002): 181-202. Press Release, "Shuttle Orbiters Named After Sea Vessels,"
February 1, 1979, Public Affairs Office, Johnson Space Center, Houston,
Texas. Hereafter the Johnson Space Center is cited as JSC. Thank you to
this histow.
Valerie Neal for this reference and for cl-ng

:*+rid
1 -'I1
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After the atmospheric test flights flown aboard Entapme in
1977 and the first orbital flights aboard Columbia in 1981, the comfourth mission marked the Space
pletion in 1982 of CbZu*ids
Shuttle program's shift to operational status. Half a million people attended NASA's event celebrating this transition, which was
called by Scimcc Nms "the graduation exercise" for the Space
Shuttle. President Reagan appeared at the celebration personally.
Before a backdrop of the Space Shuttle Chahger taking off on the
back of a 747 to Florida for its first mission, Reagan delivered a
major address outlining his administration's space policy, which
included regular Shuttle flights (along with several military space
initiatives). The Space Shuttle was no longer an experimental
project. With its fifth mission, the first Chahgerflight, the Shuttle
program began its life of regularly-scheduledmissions with the aim
of fulfilling its promise as "America's primary orbital workhorse."
Within a year, NASA had become confident enough in the repeatable semces of its "space truck" that the agency adopted the s l e
gan, "We Deliver." The shift from experimental to operational
status had real consequencesfor how the Shuttle program was conducted, which in turn affected how NASA and the White House
sold the Shuttle to the American public.
NASA both encouraged and bought into the fullest irnplications of the Shuttle's operational status. Indeed, once test flights
were completed, NASA officials deemed the Space Shuttle orbiters
to be so safe that the orbiten literally became shirt-sleeve work
environments, even during launch. Before the Ckalhger explosion in 1986 changed American piloted launch procedures fundamentally, Space Shuttle astronauts launched, not in protective
pressure suits or space suits, but rather in in-flight garments consisting of Velcro-trimmed pants and a matchingjacket. Crash helmets were the only nod towards possible launch irregularities.
Such launch conditions reflected the hopes in early 1980s that this
regularly-operating spacecraft were the beginning of an everyday
space age.
NASA's official programming of the Shuttle missions reinforced and strengthened the impression that spaceflight might
become more accessible to ordinary people. Beginning on STS3
in March 1982, NASA offered some cargo space for private pur-

'

7. J. Eberhart, "The Space Shuttle: Rites of Passage,"Science Nms July 10, 1982,
20.
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chase with the appealing, almost vacation-y, name of "Getaway
Specials." For a fee of only $10,000, NASA would launch "seExontained, k u b i c ft[.] canisters, each weighing up to 200 lb, arid
return the net contents to the customers at the end of each migp
sion." First flown on STS3 but first used on STM for "privately
funded, studentdesigned biology and materials-processing experiments," part of the appeal of these payloads was that they made
launch services available to small companies, schools, or even indie
viduals. Although NASA restrictions meant that most cargoes were
scientific experiments or educational projects, some artists applied
to fly their works in space in these canisters. With the Getaway
Specials, NASA began offering access to space for a price that was
more affordable to ordinary citi~ens.~
Likewise, in early 1980s the presence of payload specialists on
Space Shuttle missions reflected NASA's increased willingness to
open spaceflights to crew members outside of the agency's own
astronaut corps. The first operational mission of the Shuttle pragram (US-5 in November 1982) included the first mission specialists, a new category of official NASA astronauts who functioned
primarily as researchers, not as pilots. The first payload specialists,
non-astronauts who attended specific payloads or experiments
aboard a specific mission, became a part of space history when
STS-9 flew in November 1983. Unlike mission specialists, who had
been selected as NASA astronauts under a new designation that
emphasized research credentials such as Ph.D.s or M.D.s over
piloting prowess, payload specialists were not NASA astronauts at
all (either pilots or mission specialists). These non-astronauts
joined Shuttle crews in order to fulfill specific assignments.
Described in a Shuttle mission press kit from 1985 as "NASA's
newest breed of workers in space," payload specialistswere, "career
scientists and engineers ... identified and selected by their peers to
fly into space and conduct experiments. After the mission, they
return to their previous position at the institution sponsoring their
research."g

8.

Joe Davis, "The Last Getaway Specials: The Space Shuttle and the Artist,"
Lmmzrdo 24 (1991): 467;J. Eberhart, "Shuttle:Rites of Passage,"21. This program was cancelled after the loss of the Space Shuttle Columbia (STS107) on
February 1,2003.
9. NMA, STS 51-F Press Kit, http://science.ksc.nasa.gov/shuttle/misss/5lf/5l-f-press-k.it.txt (accessed May 13, 2008).
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The broad definition of the payload specialist allowed NASA to
include on Shuttle flights some spaceflight passengers whose mission
assignmentswere clearly secondaq to their real purpose onboard. In
April 1985, Senator E.J. 'Jake" G a n (R-Utah),flew on ST!3 51-D as a
payload specialist given the task of conducting some space sickness
experiments. As the chairman of the Senate subcommittee that
authorized NASA's budget, however, his presence on the flight did
more to assure the space agency's future h d i n g than to advance
American knowledge of space sickness. Likewise, inJune 1985,Prince
Sultan Salman Al-Saud flew on STS 5142 as the representative of the
Arab Satellite Communications Organization during the deployment
of their satellite, ARABSAT-1B. At the same time, however, his pres
ence on the Shuttle advanced American diplomacy with Saudi Arabia,
and other Arab or Muslim nations. In January 1986, a second sitting
politician, Representative Bii Nelson (DFlorida),flew aboard STS 61C. The publicity surrounding these flights encouraged speculation
that the Space Shuttle, that operational space vehicle that launched
like a rocket but landed like an airplane, might have already ushered
in the futuristic era when non-astronauts could be included in human
spaceflights. In addition to Karen Rallysletter to President Reagan,
which was cited earlier, the records in the NASA Historical Reference
Collection include letters from other children who also made the connection between the missions flown by these nearxivilians and the
possibilities for flights of ordinary citizens in the future.'*

..."

"They Expect to Fly m Space

Young people dreaming about participating in a Shuttle mlssion
began to have more resources to fuel their dreams in the early
1980s. Two private initiatives responded to the sudden surge of
interest from ordinary citizens and youth who dreamed of flying on
the Space Shuttle someday. First, in 1982, two curators fiom the
Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum wrote a
highly-successful book explaining the Space Shuttle to a youth audience. Written as a stepbystep guide to the new spacecraft, The Space
Shuttle Operator's Manual (1982) took a reader through Shuttle mis
sions from launch to landing. Full of diagrams, fold-out charts, and

10. Ibid.; Space Shuttle Mission Summaries, http://science.ksc.nasa.gov/
shuttle/ technology/sts-newsref/stsover-missionshl (accessed May 12,
2008).
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detailed explanations of Shuttle procedures, the book offered eve7
thing that a young Shuttle enthusiast would want to know. And, with
an explanation of the many acronyms and bits of jargon used by
those in the Shuttle program, the book became "essential reading
for all would-be vo1unteers for the Space Shuttle."l
Second, for those young people who wanted a more handwn
experience, Space Camp also opened in 1982. Based at the U.S.
Space and Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama, the town made
famous as 'Rocket City, U.S.A.." because of the presence of the pan
Braun rocketry team based at the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center, Space Camp offered young people and eventually adults
an immersive experience of testing and training much like the real
NASA astronauts. At Space Camp, the fun was the realism of the
experience. Beginning with small groups in the early 1980s,Space
Camp has hosted tens of thousands of children, exposing them to
the science and history behind space flights. At the same time,
NASA began to consider seriously including ordinary citizens on a
future Shuttle flight.
,, , -In
the early years of the Space Shuttle program NASA ran a
kormal program called *e Space Flight Participant Program that
actively sought civilians who might eventually fly on Shuttle missions. Initially consideringjournalists or possibly artists, the project generated a widespread public response from interested
citizens. Indeed, the records in the NASA Historical Reference
Collection maintained by the NASA headquarters history office
contain appeals to President Reagan or NASA AdministratorJames
Beggs for spaceflights on the Shuttle from all types of people. The
requests that have been saved include letters from a salesman, a
farmer, a priest, a minister, a "disabled American veteran," a steel
worker, an "enlisted man," an insurance salesman, a "newspaperman," and a maid. There i s also a request that NASA consider flying "heavy-set people" and multiple nominations for CBS newsman
Walter Cronkite.I*

+

I

-,

11. Kerry Mark Joels and Greg Kennedy, S#mx Shuttlt 9peratorS Man& (New
York: Ballantine Books, 1982); W. Nicholson, review of The Space Shuttle
Operators' Manual in lh Obamatory 104 (1984):206.
12. James S. Reid to President Ronald Reagan, September 18, 1984; Herbert M.
Schnark to Reagan, October 6,1984; Patricia A. Hancock to Reagan, October
9, 19% Frank Rekich to Reagan, September 6, 1984; TSgt Donnie J.
Singleton to Reagan, September 6,1984;Russell A. DeJulio to Reagan, August
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Many of the adults and children who volunteered themselves
for spaceflight in the early 1980s were responding both to NASA's
oEcial Space Flight Participant Program and to President Ronald
Reagan's rhetoric about the Shuttle, specifically Reagan's many
appeals to voluntarism. The American civil religion that Ronald
Reagan preached came naturally to a man who believed in dismantling big government and drawing forth the power of individual
initiatives. V o l u n ~ maccording
,
to Reagan, demonstrated the
American spirit and the nation's moral strength. In many of his
speeches, Reagan's folksy humor and simple direct language
firamed NASA's %pacetruck" as accessible to ordinary people. The
Teacher in Space program was, in many ways, the culmination of
these themes.'"
?Sigdieandy,Teacher in Space program always induded the goal
of interesting students in the American space program. On August
27,1984, President Reagan signed off on NASA's pians for a Teacher
in Space program, initiated a nationwide search for an appropriate
candidate for a Space Shuttle fight Applications poured in.
Although the official goal of the program was to select and fly a rep
resentative American educator, those running the Teacher in Space
program were mint3i.dof their larger purpose of engaging children
and young people. When Reagan appeared in the East Room at the
White House to greet the program's finalists - elementary and high
school teachers fi-omeach of the 50 states as well as educators representing other United States temtories and the Bureau of Indian
AfFairs - he reminded the group to be mindful of each teacher's role
as 'the emissary to the next generation of American heroes."
Likewise, when NASA astronaut Dick Scobee, the commander of the
Space Shuale mission that included Teacher in Space designee
Christa McAuMie, explained the goals of the Teacher in Space
Program, he stated, "The long term gain is getting expectations of
the young people in this country to the point where they expect to fly
in space, they expect to go there, they expect this country to pursue
a program that allows it to be in space permanently to work and live

29,1984; ~~, Gordon E. White, September 12, 1984; Bruce Michael A.
Palush, Sr. to Reagan, October 9, 1984; Dick E. Hanson to James Beggs,
October 15, 1984; Robert Carlton Dunne to Reagan, August 28, 1984; Faye
Anderson to Reagan, A u p t 27,1984, all in 16715, NASk
13. David S. Adams, "Ronald Reagan's 'Revival': Voluntarism As a Theme in
Reagan's Civil Religion,"Swidogical Analysis 48 (Spring 1987): 17-29.
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The Space Shuttle Columbia launches for the first time on April 12, 1981. Plans
for Shuttles to launch as frequently as every two weeks spumed hopes in the early
1980s that an everyday space age had begun. Thousands of people, including many
children, volunteered to experience We aboard the Shuttle. (Phi%: NASA)

there, to explore the planets." Even as preparations for McAuliffe's
history-making flight proceeded apace, students were being invited
to fimiliarize themselves with the Space Shuttle.'*

The Young Astronaut Program
The Young Astronaut Council was an initiative coordinated
between NASA, the White House, and the private sector with the
goal of preparing young people for life in the space age. In
October 1983, Pulitzer-Prize-winning journalist and founding
Young Astronaut Council chairman Jack Anderson approached
President Reagan with his ideas for a program aimed at getting
14.

"Remarks to the Finalists in the Teacher in Space ProjectJune 26,1985," The
Public Pa*
of Resident Ronald W: *?a,
Ronald Reagan Presidential
Library, http:/ /www.reagan.utexas.edu/archives/speeches/ 1985/62685c.
htrn(accessed April 17,2008);Scobee as quoted Challenger Center for Space
Science Education, "The Challenger Story," http://www.challenger.org/
about/ history/index.cfm (accessedJune 22,2008).
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children excited about science, math, and technology by appealing to their interest in spaceflight. The organization that resulted
could, by 1992, call itself "the largest, space-related, educational
youth organization in the world." In keeping with the Reagan
administration's belief in private initiatives rather than public or
government programs-or, as Anderson explained it to his readers, to prevent the organization from becoming "another barnacleencrusted government bureaucracy"-the Council was supported
by private corporations including interests as diverse as Adidas,
Commodore computers, Martin Marietta Aerospace, M & M Mars,
PepsiCola, Safeway Stores, and Xerox, to name just a few.15
The privately-funded Young Astronaut Council and NASA's
Teacher in Space program arose from similar impulses. Both
focused on appeals to youth, and both included plans for a possible participant spaceflight. Also, both were considered at the same
time. Jack Anderson's conversations with President Reagan about
the Young Astronaut Council were taking place as the NASA task
force and the 1984 executive committee were recommending the
inclusion of a teacher on a Shuttle mission. The formal approvals
were even announced in close succession. President Reagan
authorized the Young Astronauts on June 19,1384;later that same
summer, he signed off on flying a teacher in space. Although
including a child on a future spaceflight was not the explicit premise of the Young Astronaut Council (in contrast to a teacher's flight
being the centerpiece of the Teacher in Space program), the
Young Astronaut Council's literature did advertise, "Eventually, we
hope to send a Young Astronaut on a Space Shuttle mission."16
President Ronald Reagan lent his personal support to the
Young Astronaut Program during the White House ceremony to
announce new organization on October 17,1984. With the seventeen new astronautsjust selected by NASA in attendance, Reagan
greeted an audience of dignitaries and children on the South
Lawn bi outlining the organization's goals. His speech echoed his
formal letter dedicating the group: "In order to maintain our position of leadership in the world of high technology, we need to

15. Poster, n.d.,; Jack Anderson, 'Young Astronauts Program Under Way,"
Washingtm Past, November 12,1984, D19,008926, NASk
16. Jack Anderson, "Frontier Facing Today's Youth is the Universe," Washington
h
t
,
September 10, 1984, n.p., 008926, NASA; Flyer, "Join the Young
Astronauts!"n-d.,008926, NASk
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rekindle the spirit of scientific adventure and help nurture it in
our nation's school^."'^ To do this, each new member of the
Young Astronaut Program was asked to sign a membership pledge,
promising that "I pledge my best efforts to improve my grades in
science, mathematics, and related subjects, to learn about space
and to help others toward these goals."18 At the White House ceremony, child actress Drew Banymore, already well-known from
her starring role in Steven Spielberg's E.T.: The Extra-Tmes~aE
(1982), ceremonially read the pledge aloud. Barrymore then
handed Reagan a baseball cap bearing the Young Astronaut
Program logo. Ever aware of the power of a good photo opportunity, Reagan immediately put it on-and kept it on. The connection between the hat and the cause was not lost on his audience.
In the newsletter of the National Space Institute, an event sponsor,
Reagan was described as having worn the cap not only during the
event, but also "in leaving the ceremony to reemphasize his s u p
port for the educational initiative."Ig
Likewise, the one-year anniversary celebration of the Young
Astronauts illustrated both Reagan's advocacy of human spaceflight and his continued commitment to the Young Astronaut
Program. On October 17,1985, one year after the south lawn kickoff, the White House again celebrated the Young Astronaut program with 250 invited guests at an invitation-only executive
briefing and reception. The guest list included country-music
singerJohn Denver, Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz Aldrin, ABC anchor
Hugh Downs, NASA AdministratorJames Beggs, all of the Teacher
in Space finalists, and dozens of elementary school children.
President Reagan made a personal appearance commending the
success of the program as "this generation moves forward to harness the immense potential of space." Reagan also good-naturedly greeted the "living" Young Astronauts Cabbage Patch doll (an
actor in a Cabbage Patch doll suit wearing a spacesuit emblazoned
with the Young Astronauts logo), a representative of the Young
17. Ronald Reagan to Dear Friends,"October 17, 1984,008926, NASA.
18. 'Young Astronaut Program Launched By The President," NSZ/SibQce War@
December 19W, n-p.,008926, NASA.
19. Ellen I. Kelly, "The Young Astronauts," Aerospace: O?f@ialMtimtion of the
Aerospace ZndusPries Association, Summer 1985, 008926, NASA; "Young
Astronaut Program Launched By The President," NSI/+e
W& December
1984, n.p., 008926, NASA. Frank Johnston of the WashiqfmPmt published
the next day a close-up photograph of Reagan wearing the cap.
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SELLING
EDUCATION
229,771
Astronaumbranded doll that would fly aboard STS 61-A later thh"
month.20
Both events reflected the Young Astronaut Program's racial
and gender diversity, a characteristic that reflected the contemporary hope that in this new everyday space age,just as NASA's astronaut corps now included women and people of color, so too
interest in spaceflight could be broadly inclusive. Photographs
from the White House opening ceremony show a markedly diverse
group of children, including African-American, Asian-American,
Latino, and white children-both boys and girls-grouped on the
stage behind President Reagan. As Anderson explained to his
newspaper column readers, the Young Astronaut Program would
not exclude anyone: "The preliminary response indicates that girls
are as enthusiastic as boys about the program. Handicapped children are also welcome." The Young Astronaut Council also sought
participation from different kinds of schools. In its first year, the
Young Astronauts Council distributed cumcular materials to "all
categories of schools, including r u d and inner city, gifted and
handicapped, public and private."21
This official appeal to youth caught on quickly. Initial
announcements, including invitations to form chapters, were sent
to 'all 77,000 elementary and junior high schools in America" within the first month after Reagan's White House kick-off event Many
responded. Within a year of its founding, 50,000 inquiries had
been received and more than 3700 chapters were "fully operative."
Even without any explicit outreach outside the United States, 60
chapters were founded in 17 different nations during the organization's first year. Although each group was free to choose its own
chapter name and to organize activities as the participants saw fit,
the Young Astronaut Council provided central organizational s u p
port by registering chapters and distributing cumcular materials.=
Selling Shuttle to Sell Pep&
By promoting knowledge about spaceflight, the Young
Astronaut Council aimed to prepare the space workfbrce of tomor20. 'Young Astronauts Celebrate lStAnnivemary,"AvMticrn Space,Winter 1985,46,
008926, NASA.
21. Jack Andemon, Young Astronaut Program Under Way," Washington Pmt,
November 12, 1984, D19, 008926,NASA; T. Wendell Butler, "The American
Young Astronaut Program:A FirstYear Progress Report,"1985,2,008926,NASk
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row. According to Council executive director Wendell Butler, a
University of Northern Illinois study had revealed that "90 percent
of all high school graduates in the U.S. are scientifically and technologically illiterate." In the program's advertisements, placed
magazines such as Omni, a science and science fiction magazine
that had its heyday in the 1980s, the Young Astronaut Program
addressed those concerns directly. The beginning of the Shuttle
era signaled the need for a workforce with new skills: people who
would be able to "operate the computers, robots, and lasers that will
be standard equipment in just a few years." In another W-page
advertisement placed in Ontnts February 1986 issue, the Council
appealed to readers to support the Young Astronauts in order to
help "prepare the younger generation for the 21" century."23
To achieve this goal, the Young Astronaut Program was
designed as a "partnership among educators, parents, the business
community and many professional groups." In this way, the Young
Astronaut Council conformed to Reagan's ideas about decentralization and private interests taking on public outreach. Founding
executive director Wendell Butler described the new organization
as adhering to the "Olympic precedentn - using Peter Uberoffs
1984 Summer Games in Los Angeles, the first profitable Olympic
Games since 1932, as a model for marrying corporate sponsors to
a non-profit initiative. Although several of the participating organizations were federal agencies (including NA!5A, the Department
of Education, and the Smithsonian Institution's National Air and
Space Museum), private companies such as Commodore
Computers also took a leading role. The Young Astronaut Council
allowed participating sponsors to "'co-maket' their products and
services with the Young Astronaut Program, using the symbols,
trademarks and other properties developed by the Council." Such
partnerships allowed the group's organizers to tout the Young
Astronaut Program's "fundamental independence" from "governmental or political influence and control." Rather than being
dependent on taxpayer dollars, the Young Astronaut Program
would be a "self-sustaining, non-profit organization." 24
22. T. Wendell Butler, "The American Young Astronaut Program: A First Year
Progress Report," 1985,5-6,008926,NASA.
23. Ellen I. Kelly, "The Young Astronaut.,"NASA; Advertisement, "MARS OR
BUST!" Omni magazine, December 1985, n.p., 008926, NASA; Advertisement,
Wdl You Be Ready for the 21StCentury?" Onrni magazine, Februq 1986,
n.p., 008926, NASA. Omni magazine was published between 1978 and 1995.
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Commercial partnerships provided ways to advertise the group
but not always the values that it hoped to promote. Although the
purpose of the Young Astronauts was advancing education and
inspiring youth, in reality, the connection between the co-branded
products and educational content was often tenuous. Marvel
Comics planned a series of Young Astronauts comic books. The
Safeway chain of grocery stores printed Young Astronauts registration forms on its brown paper grocery bags. CBS planned an animated Saturday morning television show called "The Young
Astronauts." CBS did plan to conclude each episode of the adventure cartoon with an "Astro-minute"in which real astronauts would
explain scientific concepts such as gravity or the planetary system.
Rather than emerging from a desire to connect to the core values
of the Young Astronaut Program, however, it is likely that the
choice to include educational content came as a result of contemporary campaigns to reform Saturday morning cartoons, which
were criticized in the early 1980s as being 22-minute advertisements for toys."
As one of many partners in the Young Astronaut
Council/Program, the space agency supported the program on
more than one occasion by flying some memorabilia for the group.
Between July 29 and August 6, 1985, NASA flew seven different
Young Astronaut Program objects aboard the Official Flight Kit
(Om) of STS 51-F, the 19&Shuttle flight and Chalhgm's 8~ flight.
After the flight, the first 1000 Young Astronauts chapters received
the flown seals to add to their charter documents. Other Young
Astronaut seals were also flown on the same mission to create special commendations to be used later by the organi~ation.~~
On that same mission, however, NASA also had to negotiate a
delicate truce when the corporate backing of the Young

24. Letter, Ronald Reagan, October 17, 1984, 008926, NASA; "American Space
Movement,"Space CaZi?ndar,November 1925,1984,7,008926, NASA; 'Young
J Telescope,March 1985,008926, NASA; T. Wendell
Astronaut Program," S ~ 63
Butler, "The American Young Astronaut Program: A First Year Progress
Report," 1985,5,008926, NASA.
25. Letter, Young Astronaut Council to Frank Johnson, August 12,1985,008926,
NASA, Sandra Salrnans, "Television: Why Saturday Morning is One Big
'Cartoon Ghetto,'" New Y d Times, August 25, 1985, H21; John Carrnody,
"The TV Column," WashingtonPost, April 11,1985, B11;Jack Anderson and
Dale van Atta, "SpaceCan Help Kids Rise Above Times," WashingtonPost,June
17,1985, B8,008926, NASA.
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Astronauts conflicted with other interests. In 1984, Coca-Cola,
the major rival of Young Astronauts sponsor Pepsi-Cola, developed a special can that would allow astronauts to drink a carbonated Coke while in orbit. After NASA agreed to fly the
heavily-mod*ed soft drink container on a Shuttle flight, Pepsi
insisted on being allowed to fly its own re-engineered soft drink
can. Caught between the two rivals in the 1980s cola wars, NASA
allowed both containers to be included in a light-hearted but corporately-serious experiment that NASA called the "Carbonated
Beverage Dispenser Evaluation." The specially-modified PepsiCola can that flew on ST'S 51-F (the same flight carrying the
Young Astronaut seals) had the Young Astronaut Program logo
prominently displayed on its side. Although the experiment itself
was a failure (both unrefrigerated sodas lacked refreshment and
fizzed too much in microgravity), Pepsi nonetheless celebrated
the achievement. Commemorative cans soon appeared in Earthbound stores carrying the Young Astronaut Program logo. The
side of each can declared, "PepsiCola Celebrates Our First Flight
in Space [star] July 1985 [star] One Giant Sip For Mankind."
More than just a promotional gimmick, the Young Astronaut logo
on this consumer product was consistent with the White House's
goal of corporate space initiatives and served as a symbol of the
complex intersection of business, politics, and spaceflight being
aimed at a youth market?
The Young Astronauts also partnered with other companies
that wanted to connect their commercial products with the educational and inspirational goals of the Young Astronauts program.
Monogram, a company that produced boxed model kits, rebranded its existing SnapTite "Space Shuttle" model kit to carry the
Young Astronauts logo. The Cabbage Patch Kids doll company
created a line of Young Astronauts Cabbage Patch Kids that wore
white space suits complete with a plastic helmet carrying the Young
26. Frances M. Smith to Wanda Dockery, August 21, 1985, JSC; Memorandum,
To NASA Headquarters, Attn: MCI/Wanda Dockery from AC/Adrninistrative
Officer, "OFK Items from STS 61-4" November 18, 1985, JSC Code AC
Comeback Copy,JSC. Thank you to Abigail Cassel at NASA's Johnson Space
Center for copies of these documents.
27. Examples of both cans are on display at the Smithsonian Institution's
National Air and Space Museum in Washington, DC. "Space Choice: Coke or
Pepsi," New Y d Tima, July 8, 1985, D5; Thomas O'Toole, "Cola Clash Is
Taking to Heavens: High-Tech Cans Fly on Shuttle Today," W d i n g t m Post,
July 12, 1985, AS.
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Astronauts logo. Reflecting the racial diversity being featured in
the Space Shuttle program, the Young Astronauts "Kid" was available in difTerent skin tones. Even when the toys were just toys,
marking commercial products with the Young Astronaut's logo
implied that those brands camed some special power to encourage national improvements in science, math and technology education by getting young people excited about spaceflight
Some of the Young Astronaut Program partnerships did more
to reflect the gee-whiz enthusiasm for a new space age, however,
than to impart any real educational value or technological information about the Shuttle. For instance, in 1985, two Young
Astronauts members went on location with ABC Motion Pictures
for the filming of the major motion picture Space Camp (1986).
The movie's plot features a group of campers at Space Camp who
end up flying a real space shuttle mission by accident and thus,
learn about how to succeed by being true to themselves. Despite
the centrality of the Space Shuttle experience to the film's plot, little about actual spaceflight can be learned from the film. Several
key monologues focus instead on the inspirational value of spaceflight and how much can be learned from spaceflight (without
naming anything specific). The resolution of the plot rests in each
character's ability, when tested by spaceflight, to rise to the challenge. The overall message of the movie reflected many of the
contemporary messages about spaceflight in the early 1980s: exposure to spaceflight is inherently educational - and unquestioningly good for young people.48
The letters from children sent to NASA and the White House
in this period illustrate that children grasped the connection being
made between spaceflight and education. In addition to the children who mentioned their good school records as their credentials
for being considered for a spaceflight ("I do very well in school."
or "I get good grades, they are As and B S . " ~ )one
, young man
expressed his understanding of the equation of Shuttle flights with
education in the early 1980s. As Joshua Ryan Phelps of Austin,
Texas wrote to President Reagan, "I would want to be a Astronaut
is [sic.] it is very educational and it would be fun."s0

28. T. Wendell Butler, 'Young Astronauts Blat Off Into New School Year," Young
Astnmaut: TAe O
m Neuslettm of thc Young Astronaut Coum'I, Vol. 11, No. 1,
September/October 1985,1,008926, NASA.
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Futuristic Toys for Future Astronauts
The emphasis on preparing young people for life in the s
age can also be seen in some of the Shuttle-themed games,
and novelties produced without any official connection to N,
the Young Astronauts, or other overt topdown influence. r o r
instance, in a board game called ShuttZe Challengz produced by
Futuristic Toys of Webster, Texas, circa 1983, before the players
moved their playing pieces around the game board, they were
encouraged to read an informational booklet to learn facts about
American spaceflight history. Those facts then served as the
answers to the questions asked during gameplay. The Guide
described space as "America's New Work Place." 'With the dawn
of the Shuttle Era," it informed players, "we have just begun to
realize the richness of space and its valuable resources. As we
move toward the Space Station Era, space will now become our
work place and our home." The overall message of the game is
that playing with this example of "Futuristic Toys for Future
Astronauts!" will provide children as young as seven years old with
the knowledge to succeed in this new realm.
Young people could also celebrate the first Space Shuttle
launch with "Space Shuttle-A True Space Adventure," a limited
edition 12-inch LP (33 1/3) record specifically aimed at children.
Produced by Kid Stuff Records as a part of their Limited Edition
Kidstuff Collector Series, the album contained "actual conversations broadcast from outer space between astronauts Crippen and
Young and Mission Control as well as a special message from the
President of the U.S. Ronald Reagan." The record itselfwas a "picture disc." Instead of black vinyl, the disc carried photographs on
both sides: the front showed the first launch of Columbia and the
back showed the Shuttle in space. Such picture discs did not render great sound quality, making them better suited to being
framed as decorations or saved as collectibles. The company that
produced this record assumed that children would be interested
listening to the real conversations between astronauts and would
want to display their interest in the Space Shuttle.

29. Robin Angela Spilka to President Reagan, July 23, 1985, 16715, NASA;
Natalie Wilson to President Reagan,July 19, 1984, 16715, NASA.
30. Joshua Ryan Phelps to President Reagan, n.d., 16715, NASA.
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One ten-year-old boy who wrote to President Reagan requesting a Shuttle flight offered his ownership of Shuttle-themed toys as
evidence of his interest in space and, therefore, as his qualifications for making the trip. As Richard Hanson I1 of Rockford,
Illinois wrote "I would like to be the frist [sic.] boy in space to ride
on the space shuttle. I have a model of the space shuttle and pictures in my room, also a shuttle hanging over my bed." He reasoned, "It would be a good experience for me, and would help you
to see how a kid would react in space." Hanson's equation of the
ownership of some Shuttle-themed playthings demonstrates that
he has absorbed some of the contemporary messages about the
connection between interest in space and ability to live and work
in the new space age. 31
Another example of the equation of Shuttle toys with youthful ability and interest in space can also be seen in Steven
Spielberg's blockbuster film E. T. (1982). Although the Space
Shuttle would still have been making "experimental" flights when
the film was being shot, in the movie a model of a Space Shuttle
orbiter hangs from the ceiling in the bedroom of the film's main
character, a young boy named Elliott (played by Henry Thomas).
The Shuttle model often appears above and behind the character,
especially as he contemplates the squat, living, extra-terrestrial he
has found in his California backyard and lured upstairs into his
bedroom closet. The presence of the model is in keeping with the
other trappings of this well-equipped middleclass child's bedroom. In addition to the abundant pile of stuffed toys in which
the alien hides, the character's playthings include a globe and
other educational toys, several of which figure into the plot of the
film as they help the alien learn to speak English or provide the
raw materials for an interstellar communications device. Seeing
the model Space Shuttle above young Elliott's head in several
scenes attests to the young character's previous interest in space
exploration--and perhaps also to the openness to space-y things
that leads him to befriend the lost alien. It also reinforced the
viewer's impression of the young character as the kind of curious,
creative, and clever child who would find an alien in his backyard
and help him to phone home.

1

Hanson also added, "Mymom would [be] okay [with] it if I wore clean underwear." Richard Hanson II to President Ronald Reagan, n.d., 16'715, NASA
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If viewers had been able to follow young Elliott for a few more
years, they might have found him playing with a new form of a
Space Shuttle toy: a "transforming" GoBot. Although often mistakenly thought to be a knock-off of the popular T r a n f m
franchise, the GoBots were actually the first changeable
robot/mode of transportation comic to be imported and "translated" fromJapan to the United States. The collection manufactured
by the Japanese firm Bandai but marketed in the U.S. by
Minneapolis-based Tonka Toys included "Spay4 the Friendly
Space Shuttle" robot toy. In its un-transformed shape, the toy
offers a faithful reproduction of a Space Shuttle orbiter. Even
when the toy is "transformed" into a large white robot, however, it
remains identifiable as a Shuttle toy. The Space Shuttle cockpit,
with its recognizable "face" created by the windows framed by
black and white tiles, forms the chest piece just below the robot's
head. This Shuttle-themed toy joined the ranks of the toy series'
heroes as a "Friendly Robot" in 1985.
Not all space-themed toys produced during this suggestive
time in the Shuttle era tapped into the Shuttle's seemingly inherent educational value. Some toys also kept the focus on fantastical,
imaginative adventures. The myriad of commercial products
branded for the two Star Wars sequels-either The Em*
S&s
Back (1980) or Return of theJedi (1983) - advanced a fictional universe that was less about the realities of actual spaceflight and more
about other-worldly adventure. Likewise, Mattel's Astronaut
Barbie (1985) offers a notable counter-example to the toys aimed
to connecting young people to interest in the Space Shuttle.
Conceived as a doll of a young adult woman (rather than as a baby
or companion doll), Barbie arrived in 1958as a "single career girl."
Although a silver Project Mercury-style "Miss Astronaut" spacesuit
was created for the Barbie doll in 1965, the 1985 Astronaut Barbie
(available as both African-American and white dolls) came dressed
in a futuristic hot pink and silver space outf~tcomplete with a b u b
ble helmet/backpack, knee-high pink boots, sparkly silver tights,
and a shiny pink minidress with bouffant sleeves. Carol Spencer,
the doll's designer, fantasized about the doll's attitude if given the
opportunity to be in space: "I thought that Barbie would dress if she
were on the moon." Spencer's flamboyant outfit pointedly
ignored the contemporary reality of the Space Shuttle-and the
real women who were successfully flying missions after 1983.
Instead, the 1985 Astronaut Barbie's hyper-feminized garb evokes
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the exercise leotards popularized by Olivia Newton John's album
"Physical" (1981) or Jane Fonda's "Workout" video tape (1982).32
Although not all space-themed toys produced in this period
carried one definitive message, the Shuttle-themed toys offered for
sale in the early 1980s do reflect the concerted effort made by
NASA and the Reagan administration to appeal to young people.
This is especially true for the Young Astronauts-branded objects.
But it is also true for the space-related toys created by manufacturers that sought to capitalize upon the contemporary depiction of
the Shuttle as operational, accessible, and exciting.
National Aerospace Cadets
In addition to the children, teachers, and other ordinary citizens
who volunteered themselves for spaceflights, as well as the readers
who pored over the details in the Spme Shuttle Operator'sManual, and
the young enthusiasts who flocked to Space Camp, some individuals
also saw an opportunity-and a need-to prepare young people for
the everyday space age. One example is Ken Beatty, who founded
the National Aerospace Cadets (NAC) in 1980. 33 After 30 years
working with the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) as an Eagle Scout,
troop leader, and BSA executive for three years, and during a career
as a school teacher and technical illustrator for various aerospace
firms, Beatty concluded that the Boy Scouts, a group that he still
admired greatly, were teaching 19" Century "Daniel bone" skills
(penknives, camping) in the space age. As a result, he organized the
nonprofit NAG with the goal of preparing boys and girls to live in the
space age, with preparation in areas such as astronomy, computers,
electronics, model rocketry, and celestial navigation. Youth members organized as "crewsn earned military-styled ranks as they
acquired new skills and passed set tests. Similarly, the adult leaders
could also advance in rank to reflect new accomplishments. With as
32. As quoted in M.G. Lord, Fwever Barbia: T h Unauthorized Biography of a fial Doll
(New York: Walker & Company, 2004), 119. For a history of NASA's integration of women into the astronaut corps, see Amy Elizabeth Foster, Ph.D. diss.,
"Sex in Space: The Politics and Logistics of Sexually Integrating NASA's
Astronaut Corps," Auburn University, 2005. For a complete l i t (current to
2002) of all women of any nationality who have flown in space, see Laura S.
Woodmansee, Woma Ast~onauts(Burlington, Ontario: Apogee Books,2002).
33. The organizational records of the National Aerospace Cadets, as well as six
artifacts testifying to the iconography used by the organization, have been
acquired by the Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum.
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many as 250 young people in the organization in its lifetime
(although Beatty sometimes claimed thousands), Beatty maintained
the organization alone, sending the newsletter, mailing the certificates, and collecting the dues.
Beatty also ran the Delmarva Space Training Center, a
school/educational center for the NAC located in the basement of
his home in Maryland. It contained an extensive print and video
library; a homemade Space Shuttle spaceflight simulator; and
many models, as well as hands-on electronics, robotics, and rocketry kits. Through on-going lessons during the school year, and
special week-long summer camps, Beatty presented his cadets with
space-themed problems and then encouraged them to find the
answers using hands-on experimentation as well as his extensive
library, archives, and research system. When asked about the success of the NAC, Beatty proudly repeats his belief, supported by a
few specific examples, that exposing a young person to spaceflight
could transform a teen's life, turning him or her from a "C/D" student into an "A" student with college aspirations."
The NAC represents one vision of how young people would
need to be prepared to live in the space age, which was seen by
Beatty to have come to pass with the advent of the Space Shuttle's
regular spaceflights. Beatty aligned his efforts closely with NASA.
Although he created an original logo for the NAC, NAC/Delmarva
materials featured the NASA "meatball" logo on many items
(including Beatty's own NAC nameplate). Beatty's dream, never
realized, was to find a permanent home for the training center and
the NAC, either in an existing building or complex, or by building
a new facility. Although the NAC/Space Training Center never
Nly met Beatty's hopes for the organization to rival the Boy Scouts
in scope, he did run a successful organization for over 20 years that
attempted to educate and inspire both boys and girls using an
entirely space-learning-based approach.
Beatty's efforts represent one part of a broad effort in the
1980s to get children excited about spaceflight. Beatty's somewhat
limited success was a part of a larger trend in the 1980s and 1990s
that attempted to reassert the link between human space exploration and education and/or inspiration even when that link
might have sometimes been weak or nonexistent (i.e., when
34. Kenneth E. Beatty, interview with author, Chestertpm, Maryland,January 23,
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some/much of the actual work being done with the Shuttle was
satellite deployment or reexploring the same orbits over and
over). In addition to NASA's topdown efforts to connect space
content to educational initiatives (such as the Teacher in Space
project), Beatty's NAC represents a grassroots, local effort to
organize in that same way.

CONCLUSION
The destruction of the Space Shuttle Chahgeron January 28,
1986 shocked a nation, killed all seven crew members, including
Teacher in Space Christa McAulifTe; instigated a major reevaluation of the entire Shuttle program, including NASA's decisionmaking processes; and halted American human spaceflights for
more than two years. Many schoolchildren watched the launch
live on television, an unusual event in 1986, when live television
programming was not regularly available in most American classrooms. In fact, many schools had arranged to view the launch in
order to allow students to follow the culmination of the Teacher in
Space program live. The Chahger disaster became a traumatic
event for a generation of young people: one of those life-marking
moments that freezes people's memories of exactly where they
were when they heard the news. 35
The Chahnger disaster also affected the efforts being made to
prepare children for full participation in the new everyday space
age. The animated "Young Astronauts" Saturday morning television show being prepared by CBS never aired. Likewise, the Young
Astronauts P r ~ g r a m - ~ l i a t eMamel
d
Comics comic books never
appeared. The Challenger disaster also ended NASA's Space Flight
Participant Program or any hope for efforts to include a child in a
Shuttle mission. The Challeng-erexplosion effectively ended a historical moment in the early 1980swhen the Space Shuttle's potential for providing a new kind of space flight sparked a broad
societal effort to prepare young people for life in an everyday
space age. The optimism of that moment was gone. And yet, p u b
lic support for human spaceflight did not wane.
In the wake of President Reagan's powerful address to the
nation and his eulogy of the STS 51-L crew, the American public
35. Nick Otten and Marjorie Stelrnach, "Creative Reading/Creative Writing:
What Do They Write About?" Tlre EnglishJouml77 (February 1988): 80-1.
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renewed its commitment to supporting the Space Shuttle program.
Even children understood the need to rededicate the nation to
continuing human spaceflights. Within a month of the explosion,
Jack Anderson, the founder of the Young Astronaut Program, was
writing in his newspaper column about need for the program to
continue. In March, a Young Astronaut representative testified
before a Senate subcommittee about the letters and pictures created by children who were stunned and saddened by the disaster but
who nonetheless wanted the Space Shuttle program to continue?
As a result, in the aftermath of the Challenger disaster, the
emphasis on getting children interested in space changed, but less
than one might think. After 1986, the optimistic visions of Shuttleaseducational-inspiration lost their innocence but not their
power. In tribute to the lost astronauts-and their highly-visible
companion, Christa McAuliEe, the Teacher in Space--educational efforts centering on the Space Shuttle program found a permanent home. Pressed to create a lasting tribute to their family
members and driven by a genuine desire to see the Challenger
crews' dreams continued, the families of the C h a h g e r astronauts
helped to found Challenger Learning Centers for Science
Education. As the organization's website explains, "The
Challenger Shuttle may have been destroyed, but the crew's mis
sion to educate and inspire lives on."37 By 2007, 50 such centers
were operating in US and internationally.
The redemptive power of spaceflight had become institutionalized.

36. Jack Anderson, "Don't Let Tragedy Deter Learning," Washington Post,
February 7, 1986, Dl 1, 008926, NASA See also Ronald Reagan, 'Young
Astronauts: Remarks to Representatives [at National Air and Space
Museum],"June 11, 1986, Administration ofRsnald Reagan, June 11, 1986, 77'7779, 008926, NASA; U.S. Senate, Hearings Before Subcommittee of the
Committee on Appropriations, Ninety-Ninth Congress, Second Session,
"NASA Space Program," March 26,1986,101-103,008926, NASA.
37. Challenger Center for Space Science Education, "The Challenger Story,"
h t t p : / / w w w . c h a l l e n g e r . o r g / a b o u t / h i s t o r y (accessed June 22,
2008).
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